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IDEALS IN CAYLEY'S ALGEBRA 
BY 
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(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of February 23, 1963) 
l. Introduction. Let C denote Cayley's algebra over the real field. 
Results are restricted to the maximal arithmetics of C. We use a basis 
io= 1, i1, ... i7 for C. MAHLER [6] has proved that the basis of any odd 
ideal is a rational integer. We review this work in terms of a maximal 
arithmetic as defined in [5]. Then we extend the results to show that 
the basis of any ideal is a rational integer. A proof of this result in a more 
general context is outlined by VAN DER BLIJ and SPRINGER in the course 
of their paper [1 ]. 
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2. The Algebra C. A general element ~ of C is written ~= ~ x8i8 • 
s=O 
Multiplication is defined by i 82 = - 1 ( 1 < 8 < 7) and izim =in if l, m, n is 
one of the sets 653, 176, 725, 123, 624, 734, 145. R(~) = xo is called the 
real part, ~=2xo-~ the conjugate and N~=U the norm of~. 
For each of seven proper associative triads (u1, u2, ua) of basic units 
of C other than 1, ( u1u2)ua = - 1 = u1( u2ua). For each such triad there 
exists a basic unit u of C, different from 1, u1, u2 and ua, such that u1u, 
u2u and u3u are basic units of C. Here u is called the unit assigned to 
(u1, u2, ~ta). Then for any elements ~. 'YJ of C we have ~=~o+~1u and 
'YJ='Y}o+'Y}IU where ~o, ~I. 'Y}o and 'Y/1 are linear combinations of 1, u1, u2 and 
ua. An element such as ~o is called a quasiquaternion in (u1, u2, ua). 
Hence, following DICKSON [3], we have 
(2.1) 
3. The Maximal Arithmetic Jw. Let 
(3.1) 
where v8 are four different basic units of C. Then we define x(1X) = lv1v2vav4l 
to be the characteristic unit of 1X where I± ul =U for u any basic unit of C. 
Let w be any basic unit of C other than l. Suppose that e is any 
element of C with coefficients either all rational integers or all half-odd 
rational integers. Also take any 1X of the form (3.1) which is either a 
quasiquaternion with V8 =W for some 8 or such that X(1X)=w. Let t=O or l. 
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Then J w is defined to be the set of all elements ~ in 0 of the form ~ = ~' + tex. 
In [5] it is proved that the maximal arithmetics containing the basic 
units of 0 are characterized by J w· 
MAHLER established the following result for Jis· 
Theorem 3.1. For any element ~ of 0 there exists an element a of 
Jw for which 
N(~-a),.;;;;j. 
The constant ! was given by CoxETER [2]. 
4. The Ideals for Jw. A set 2{ of elements of Jw is called a left 
(or right) ideal for Jw if, for any elements ex1 and ex2 of 2{ and any element 
b of Jw, ex1 ± ex2 and bcx1 (or cx1b) are elements of Jw. 
A left (or right) ideal 2{ for J w is called principal if there exists an 
element ex* in 2{ such that every element of 2{ is expressible in the form 
bcx* (or ex*b) for some b contained in Jw. We say that the element ex* 
generates the left (or right) ideal 2{ for Jw. Clearly any rational integral 
multiple of an element e of J w such that N e = 1 generates an ideal for J w· 
Also the right and left ideals generated by me are the same as the ideal 
generated by rational integer m for J w· Our object is to prove that these 
are the only ideals for J w· 
From Theorem 3.1 we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Every left ideal for Jw is principal. 
This result and all the results stated below can also be established 
for right ideals. 
Let 2{ be any left ideal for J w· Then from the above theorem it follows 
that 2{ is generated by an element ex* of Jw. Hence for any elements 
b1 and b2 of Jw, b1(b2cx*) is an element of 2£. Therefore there exists an 
element bg in J w such that 
(4.1) 
This fact is used to prove our final result. 
5. Preliminary Results. We write cx*=cxo+cx1u where exo and cx1 are 
quasiquaternions in a proper associative triad (u1, u2, ug) of basic 
units involving w with assigned unit u. In ( 4.1) we take b1 = u1 and b2 = u2. 
Then, by (2.1), 
u1(U2cx*) =Ugcxo- (ex1u3)u. 
Hence there exists an element e of J w such that 
Ugexo- (cx1U3)U = eex*. 
Therefore 
(5.1) 
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where NQ = 1. But w=u8 for some 8 (I <;8<; 3). Therefore, from the 
definition of J w, 
But N tX* = N tXo -t- N cq. Hence one of the following relations holds: 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
NtXo=O, 
There are three proper associative triads of basic units involving w. 
Suppose that N tXo or N lXI is zero for each of the three triads. Then tX* 
has at most two non-zero coefficients. Furthermore, if there are two, let 
them be the coefficients of is and it. Then lisitl =W. This case is dealt 
with later when we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. No non-zero element of the forrn ais+bit where lisitl=w 
(8 =1= t) can generate an ideal for J w· 
If tX* has only one non-zero coefficient then we have a principal ideal 
generated by a rational integer. 
\Ve now consider tX* such that, for at least one fixed triad (u1, uz, u3) 
containing w, NtXo=NtXl. The argument, which is again due to MAHLER 
[6], is given here for completeness. From (5.I) we have 
g= -2 (NtX*)-1 (1XIU31Xo)u. 
Hence g=r3u, where T3= -tX1~~3 (cxo)-1 . Then T3 is a quasiquaternion of 
norm I in (u1, u2, ~~3 ). We repeat this argument for cyclic permutations 
of the triad and define 
(5.5) iXl=ilcxoUz for l= I, 2, 3. 
Now, for each l, r 1 has norm I. Thus 
(5.6) 
Therefore, from (5.5) with l=3, IX1=T1Xo, where r= -r3i\r2. Clearly r is 
a quasiquaternion of norm I in (u1, u2 , u3). Also 
From (5.5) and (5.6) we have 
(5. 7) 
where Wz3 = -i11Tl2 and hlzl3 is any cyclic permutation of I23. But W1, wz 
and w3 are quasiquaternions of norm I in (u1, u2, u3 ) such, that 
w12 = w22 = w32 = -I= w1w2w3. It follows that they are units of 0 other 
than ± 1. Hence (w1, wz, w3) is itself a permutation of (u1, uz, U3) with 
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possible sign changes. Thus from (5.7) we have 
(5.8) 
where as l takes the values 1, 2 and 3 in turn, s runs through a permutation 
of the same values. Also the signs are such that 
Now let 
where ao, a1, a2 and a3 are rational numbers. Expanding the left side 
of (5.8) for l= 1, 2, 3, we have 
<iou1.xo = (ao2 + a12- a22- a32)u1 + 2(a1a2- aoa3)u2 + 2(aia3 + aoa2)u3, 
<iou2.xo = 2(a1a2 +aoa3)u1 + (ao2 -a12+a22 -a32)u2 + 2(a2a3 -aoa1)u3, 
<iou3.xo = 2(aia3 -aoa2)u1 + 2(a2a3 +aoa1)u2 + (ao2 -a12-a22 +a32)u3. 
We see from the right side of (5.8) that two coefficients in each expansion 
are zero and that ± N .xo equals the remaining non-zero coefficient. 
There are six possible cases to discuss. It is easy to show that .x0 is of 
the form (N .xo)le or of the form (N ao)1e ( 1 +us) where e is a quasiquaternion 
in (u1, u2, u3) of norm 1 and 1 .;;;s.;;; 3. Now .x* must itself be an element 
of J w· It follows that .x* is of the form m{3* where m is a rational integer 
and {3* is an element of Jw of norm 1, an element of Jw of norm 2 or the 
sum of four units of 0 for which !{3* is not contained in J w· The following 
lemma is proved in the next section. 
Lemma 5.2. No element of Jw of the form 
(i) (!I +e2u, where e1 and e2 are quasiquaternions of norm 1 in (u1, u2, u3), 
(ii) 2e, where e is an element of norm 1 not contained in Jw but in some 
other maxi'mal arithmetic of 0, 
can generate an ideal for J w· 
It is easy to see that an element .x* of J w generates an ideal for J w if, 
and only if, m.x* generates an ideal for J w for every rational integer m. 
Thus in order to prove our final result we must prove Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. 
6. Remaining Oases. Let (u1, u2, U3) be a proper associative triad of 
units of 0 and u another unit different from ± 1. 
Lemma 6.1. No element of the form is± it (O.;;;s,t.;;;7,s#t) can 
generate an ideal for J w· 
Let W= ju3j. In (4.1) we put 
(h=!(1 +u1 +u1u+u3u) 
and 
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Then, if ~X*= 1 + w, we have 
ba=i(1 +u1 +u+uau). 
Therefore, x(ba)= lu21· Hence ba is not contained in Jw. 
For the same elements b1, b2 of Jw and for ~X* equal to 1 +u1, u1 +u2, 
u1 +ua and (1 +u1)u we have ba such that x(ba) =lull or lu2l· Thus in 
each case ba is not contained in J w· By using the automorphisms of 0 
which preserve w, we obtain the result for left ideals for Jw. 
We now prove Lemma 5.1. If a and b are both even we consider 
!(ais +bit). 
If a and b are both odd we first consider a+bw. Let w= lu31 and 
b= i(ua+ui)(a-bua) 
= i(b + au1 + bu2 + aua). 
Then b is an element of J w and 
btX* = !(a2+b2)(ul +ua). 
Take b1 and b2 as in the proof of Lemma 6.1. Then 
ba = { bl [b2( b~X*) ]}(tX*)-l 
= !(a2 + b2){ b1 [b2(u1 +ua)J}(~X*)-1. 
But !(a2 + b2) is an odd rational integer. Hence, from the proof of Lemma 
6.1, b3 is not contained in Jw. The result follows for a+bw. If one of 
a and b is odd and the other even, we replace the b used above by 2b. 
In this case a2+b2 is an odd rational integer. Similarly, the result can 
be proved for the other values of i 8 and it. Lemma 5.1 has thus been 
proved. 
Certain special cases of Lemma 5.2 can be dealt with by using the 
relations (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4). Let 
y=i(± VI± V2 ± Va ± 't'4), 
where v8 (s= 1, 2 ... 8) are the eight basic units of 0. Any element of 
the form y± Vt (5.;;;;t.;;;;8) has five non-zero coefficients and cannot, 
therefore, satisfy (5.3) or (5.4) for any choice of proper associative triad. 
Furthermore, since four of the coefficients equal± ! and only one is± 1, 
(5.2) is satisfied for at the most one choice of triad of basic units. There-
fore no element of the form y ± Vt can generate an ideal for J w· 
Suppose that 2y generates an ideal for Jw, where x(y) is neither 1 nor w. 
(5.3) and (5.4) both imply that x(y)=l. Write 2y=yo+yiu, where yo 
and y1 are quasiquaternions in (u1, u2, ua) with assigned unit u. Then 
N yo= N y1 for each of three choices of a triad of basic units. Therefore 
yo=± 1 ± w. Suppose that V1= 1 and that V2=W. Then, since (w, va, lwval) 
must be a proper associative triad of basic units containing w, we clearly 
have a contradiction. 
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To prove the remaining cases of Lemma 5.2 we again use ( 4.1 ). Let <X* 
be any element of the form 
± !(1 ± i1 ± i2 ± i3 ± i4 ± i5 ± is± i7). 
We write <X* =8+81'U where 8 and 81 are quasiquaternions of norm 1 in 
the proper associative triad (u1, u2, ~t3) of basic units with assigned unit u. 
Suppose that U3=W. Let (ur, Us, ~tt) be a cyclic permutation of (u1, u2, u3). 
In (4.1) we choose b1=~tr and b2=su. Then 
b3 = { b1 r b2(8 + Bl~l) ]}t(e- Bl~l) 
= t{slUr-UrB1 + [(~·+ 81~lJ·B1)s]u}. 
It follows that the coefficients of 1 and Ur in 03 are zero while the coefficients 
of ~ts and Ut are equal to± t. Hence any element b3 which can belong to 
J w must have coefficients ± ! for one of the following sets of basic units: 
(us, Ut, u, Ur1.t), 
(us, ~lt, u, UsU), 
(Us, Ut, U, UtU), 
(us, Ut, UrU, UtU), 
(Us, Ut, UsU, UtU). 
For each set it is easy to choose Ut thus, that the corresponding element 
o3 is not contained in J w· Therefore no element <X* which is a linear 
combination of the eight basic umts of C with coefficients ± t can generate 
an ideal for J w· 
Again let 
where Vs (s= 1, ... , 4) are four different basic units of C. Let <X*= 2y. 
To complete the proof of Lemma 5.2 we must show that <X* cannot 
generate an ideal for J w if x(y) = 1 and y is not contained in J w· We there-
fore assume that either l or w occurs in the set Vs ( 1 .;;;; s.;;;; 4). Thus we 
may write <X* equal to s, s, 8W or ew where 8 is a quasiquaternion in 
associative triad (w1, w2, W3) not containing w. 
In ( 4.1) let b1 = <Xo + <X1W and b2 = f3o + f31'w, where <Xo, <X1, f3o and {31 are 
quasiquaternions in (w1, w2, w3). Then, for 
·we have 
Now let 
b3 = Hb1(o2s)ls 
= ![ 4<Xof3o- s/h<X18 + ({318<Xo8 + <XlsPo8)w ]. 
<Xo= !(w1 +w2), 
f3o= i(l-w1), 
<X1 = t(wl +w2), 
{31= -t(l-w1)· 
Then 61 and b2 belong to J w· Now <Xof3o = !s and P1<X1 = !e. Therefore 
s<Xof3o = 1 = P1<X18. 
27 Series A 
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Thus 
We have therefore 
But 
Thus 
ba= ![e -e + (rx1ePoe + rx1ePoe)w] 
= ![e- e+ {rx1(e + e)Poe }wJ. 
irx1Poe=i(w1 +w2)(l +w1)(l-w1)(w1 +wa) 
= -!(l-w1 +w2+wa). 
Clearly !53 is not contained in any arithmetic of 0. Therefore e cannot 
generate an ideal for J w· 
Similar methods can be applied to the remaining cases. We have thus 
proved Lemma 5.2. 
Theorem 6.1. A set of elements $!( of Jw is an ideal for Jw if and 
only if there exists a rational integer m which generates m. 
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